
License Statistics v6.3 Release Notes
License Statistics version 6.3 includes the enhancements and fixes detailed below. Most of these improvements were made in response to customer 

. For more information on how we incorporate customer feedback into our development process, see  . feedback Customer-driven development

For information about activating your License Statistics license, see   or Activating a License Statistics license on Windows Activating a License Statistics 
.license online

New functionalities

License Statistics v6.3 includes the following new functionalities.

Issue # Description New 
licensing 

model 
(2019) 

only

LICSTAT-
16583 
LICSTAT-16362

Added new  report for license usage history by a selected user/user group.User Usage History

LICSTAT-16426 Added support for importing ANSYS logs.

LICSTAT-16249 Added ability to customize UI elements for , including:branding

Uploading custom logo and favicon
Changing application name on user interface, reports and email notifications
Hiding footer on user interface and email notifications

LICSTAT-15553 Added , embedded in the user interface.interactive API documentation

LICSTAT-13059 Added support for EPLAN License Manager (ELM).

Enhancements

License Statistics v6.3 includes the following enhancements.

Issue # Description

User interface

LICSTAT-16584 Reorganized report settings panels by:

reducing number of buttons
replacing calendar
simplifying data range selection
removing unnecessary labels on some forms

LICSTAT-16578 Added link to Current Usage report on License Server Group grid.

LICSTAT-16530 Added automatic sorting to feature, license server and user drop-down lists.

LICSTAT-16504 Stopped prompting for reload after application update.

LICSTAT-16496 Consolidated Administration > User, Host, and License Server Group to a single page with tabbed selections.

LICSTAT-16480 Added incremental loading when scrolling down User drop-down lists.

Application architecture

In addition to learning about the changes in this release, we highly recommend reviewing the , License Statistics v6.0 Release Notes License 
 and  if you are upgrading from an older version.Statistics v5.15 Release Notes License Statistics v5.14 Release Notes

Note that some new features are available only when using the .new licensing model (2019)
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LICSTAT-16728 Upgraded Java JDK to v13.0.1.

LICSTAT-16587 Upgraded:

LM-X to v4.9.16
License Activator to v1.10
lacutil to v7

LICSTAT-16522 Upgraded Ext JS to v7.0.0.

LICSTAT-16260 Embedded static files, including user interface, into the jar file.

Additional enhancements

LICSTAT-16674 Removed support for XF_LICSTAT_DEBUG environment variable.

LICSTAT-16670 Removed unneeded tables from database.

LICSTAT-16641 Reduced log level from "warning" to "debug" for " " message for FlexNet License Manager. Invalid table line

LICSTAT-16574 Extended logging of host details to improve support.

LICSTAT-16523 Used consistent template for testing email to check  . Email Server Configuration

Fixes

License Statistics v6.3 includes the following fixes.

Issue # Description

LICSTAT-16638 Fixed an issue with status 500 on `/api/v1/feature/json` endpoint using `order` property.

LICSTAT-16616 Fixed an issue with status 500 using undefined filter value.

LICSTAT-16549 Fixed an issue with changing file permissions on Linux by updating LM-X License Manager to v4.9.16.

LICSTAT-16367 Fixed an issue with failing TLS v1.3 by updating Go to v1.13.

LICSTAT-15273 Fixed an issue with bar chart lines continuing to display when not hovering over them.

LICSTAT-13859 Fixed an issue with UI and API using different first day of the week.
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